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1. Introduction 
Frequency of beam vibrations is significantly affected by the static 
axial force. In analysing beam system v-ihrations by the method of finite ele-
ments, this fact is reckoned "with by composing stiffness matrix K from the 
matrix differential equation 
Mii Ku = 0 
from an elastic stiffness matrix and from a so-called geometrical one (containo 
ing normal force N) [1]. 
Geometrical stiffness matrix has been introduced in [2] so as to include 
all internal forces (lV,11.-1, T for in-plane beams). Deduction omits the effect of 
shear deformations. 
In dynamic analyses, beam vibrations - especially at higher frequencies 
- are much affected by shear deformations. For mass and elastic stiffness 
matrices deduced reckoning with the effect of shear deformations we refer to 
[1]. In the following, determination of the geometrical stiffness matrix with 
respect to the effect of shear deformation will be presented. Analyses refer to 
plane structures composed from straight-axed bars of constant cross section, 
of homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material. The effect of the internal damping 
of the material on vibrations 'vill be neglected. 
2. Deduction of geometrical stiffness matrices taking 
shear deformation into account 
According to the geometrical theory, equilibrium and compatibility 
equations of beam systems assuming zero kinematic load are [3]: 
[~ ~J[:J[~J=o. 
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Let us determine geometrical stiffness matrix D according to procedures 
found in [2] and [4]. Matrix D ,,,ill be obtained from 
D d l' dL r u = -.cju:;'l' =-
dn - dn 
(1) 
deduced from the principle of minimum potential energy, 'where .auz is a vector 
containing the quadratic term of displacement .an clue to load change, and 
l' is the vector of developed internal forces. 
Taking shear deformations into consideration, secondary energy Lr may 
be \\-Titten as: 
- J uxex,dV - J 'x::yxy,dV (2) 
v v 
,,-here ex, and Yxy, are quadratic terms of the corresponding normal strains and 
shear strains, respectively: 
ex, = 1 {(.~.j.!l.·12 + (:V)21 
2 \ r'X. ox., 
}'XYt OX fly , ox ay 
u and v being inner heam point clisplacements. 
Fig,l 
(3) 
(4) 
These displacements, in terms of beam axis point clisplacements, are: 
veX, y) = vex) 
f:V'(X) !leX, y) = u(x) - y -' --
ox 
(5) 
(6) 
where vex) and u(x) are beam axis displacements along y and x, v'(x) being 
the part due to the bending moment of the beam axis displacement along y. 
Substituted into (3) and (4): 
ex, = !{[OU,j2 + l'~)2} 
~ ox ox 
(7) 
Yxy. = 
ou av' oZv' av' 
-+y----. 
ox ox ox2 ox 
(8) 
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Substituting into (2) yields secondary energy L r : 
- - -y--- dV-y2 (02V ')2 OU 02V '} 
2 ox2 ox ox2 
f ( 02V' aV' ou OV') 'ix" y----- dV. .y ox2 ox ox ox v - (9) 
Beginning with integrations along the cross section, these are irrelevant 
to centroid displacement, permitting their functions to be factorized. For the 
remaining parts, the following relationships hold: 
S GxdF = IV 
F 
J'ixydF = T. 
F 
Values of terms S GxY2 dF and S T xYy dF are also dependent on the cross-sectional 
F F 
form. If axes y and z, in, and normal to, the cross-sectional plane, respectively, 
are symmetry axes (e.g. circular and rectangular cross sections): 
S Gvy2 dF = i2N. ~~ 
F 
(i being the cross section inertia radius). Now: 
Lr=_flN~{(OU12 + (~)2}dX_J:N.!..i'2(02V')2 dx 
2 ox ox 2 ox2 
0-0 
I I 
I f'1- ou o2v 'd 'J~ Tau ov'd T 11' - -- x T - - x, 
ox ox2 ox ox 
(10) 
o 0 
and 
[ 
Lr = - S Llvirdx, 
o 
where 
r* = [N MT] 
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1 
-2 OU 02V 
J 
L1v2 =-
2 ox ox2 
L -2 ou av' ox 8x 
Displacement functions of the beam axis can be ,'¥TItten in terms of beam 
end displacements as: 
( ) '" U x = aii ilk 
where 
a~".rr and a;T are displacements obtained from functions for the bending moment, 
and the shear force, respectively. 
Stresses in a beam cross section acted upon by beam end forces alone 
may be ,VTitten as a function of these latter. 
N(x) = No 
.:'\I[(x) = Mo 
T(x) To' 
(l- x)To 
Substitutions according to (4) yield for the geometrical stiffness matrix: 
I I I 
D = NoS ANdx + MoJ AMdx + ToJ ATdx (11) 
o 0 0 
where 
-::> -::> '" -::> -::> '" -::>9 -::>9 '" 
A uau vau vav va;: '9 v-a", v-a,;, lv == -- -- + -- --' + "£---9 -9-
ox OX ox ox ox- ox-
(12) 
A _ {oau 02a~~ I 02a;, oa~} M-- ----9 '-9---
ox OX- OX- ox 
(13) 
A - (l ) A . {oau oa~~ , oa", oa~} -1'- -x-Al-----T----· 
ox ox ox ox 
(14) 
Displacement functions needed to obtain the matrices are: 
at = [1- ~ I 0 o o o (15) 
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a;' = Cl [0 11- 3~2 + 2~31l (~- 2~2 ~3 - ~ (1 - ~2) fP) 1 0 13~2 _ 
_ 2~3Il(~3- ~2 + ~ ~2fP)] (16) 
a; = cl [ 0 11 - 3 ~2 + 2 ~3 (1 - g) fP Il ( g - 2 gz 
(17) 
~ x 1 - 12EJ ( b' . I 
where = T' cl = 1 + ,(j) = GFsI FS emg the cross-sectlOna area 
modified by the form factor, G and E are moduli of elasticity, J is the cross-
sectional moment of inertia). 
After integrations, matrix D can be "written as seen in Table 1. (The 
matrix being symmetrical, the table contains only the lower triangle.) 
3. Deductiou of the geometrical stiffness matrix from the approximate 
frequencyadependent function of displacement 
Matrices AN' A"'l' AT needed for the calculation of matrix D were seen 
in the previous Chapter to be determined using displacement functions (15) 
to (17), utilizing bar end displacements to yield the displacements of inner 
beam points determined e.g. by solving the beam differential equation. Displace-
ment functions (15) to (17) concern static beam end displacements, and their 
application in dynamic analyses leads to approximations to be improved by 
densifying the nodes. Displacement functions obtained by solving the differen-
tial equation of vibrating beams are rather intricate and unfit to reduce the 
vibration problem to a linear eigenvalue problem. Analysis by means of a 
so-called approximate dynamic displacement function (1) leads to a double-
size but linear eigenvalue problem, providing for a rapid convergence. 
In this case: 
*_ * 12 * a,., - at'; T (jJ at'; 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
where first terms are displacement functions (15) to (17), while displacement 
functions in the second terms have been presented in (1) and (5) omitting, 
and reckoning ,vith, shear deformations, respectively. In this latter case: 
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a* - C [2 J; - 3 J;2 Ut - 2 '=' ~ ;3 I 0 I 0 I ; - ;3 I 0 I 0] 
a~ = C3 [0 I 66;2 - 156;3 
-14;6+ ..!:..@(-42;2 
2 
, I 
7 ;6) I1 0 \39;2 54;3-;-
, I 
+ 2l;6-6;'!l (-9;2 13;3-n6 -;-3$i -;-~ @(21;2-28;3+ 7;6»)] 
a;. =a;~+c3[01@(63;2-147;3 105;2 21;5)I..!:..Z@(63;2-147;3 
2 
-+- 105;-1 21 ;5) i 0 [ <P( 42 ;2 
I 
where 
Ol2 
Co = ---
- 6E 
qFl-1 
c3 =-----"-----2520EJ(1 + @) (F-cross section area), 
(q-density); 
Substituting displacement functions (18) to (20) into (12) to (14) yields 
matrices and in turn, yield matrix D: 
D = Do co2 D 2 --, co4 D -1 (21) 
In the matrix sum, Do is matrix compiled in Table L matrices and 
heing compiled in Tahles 2 and 3. 
4. Statement of the matrix eigenvalu.e problem 
Free vibrations of a moderately vihrating structm'e are described by 
matrix differential equation 
Mx + Kx o. (22) 
Assuming x = v sin cot leads, after substitutions, to the eigenvalue problem 
-co2 Mv + Kv = 0 
1 K-II\-:lv =-v 
0)2 
A:v = J.v 
(23) 
yielding, after solution, the natural frequencies and the first modes. Mass and 
stiffness matrices of the structure will he composed from mass and stiffness 
o 
:IM 
12'clc2 
'1' 
1 1.6 T Cl 
./VI 
1.5'T c l C Z 
+ 0.3 Tc1f. Z 
() 
3./I'f 
-T C I CZ 
'l' 
--1.6/cI(;z 
.M 
1.5 TCICZ + 
-I- O.!l'1'c!c Z 
N T Cl c:I(0.3 + 0.611» 
NC 1 c,,(2 -I- 3.65r/J -1-
-I- 1.75(/)2) 
3M T 
-{2- Cl C2 -I- 1.4 T Cl C2 
N T Cl ca(- O.!l-- 0.6(/J) 
Nt,! ca( -1.5 - 3.35 Cl) ---, 
- 1.75<1>2) 
Table 2 
. >------~.----.---~. 
Nlc) ca(O.H 1- 1.;; (/) 1-
1- O.75(IJZ) 
l e M 071' 
·"'Tclcz+· CICa 
NC 1 ca(1.5 -I- 3.35 (I) +-
-I- 1.75 c[JZ) 
Nlc! ca( - 0.7 -- 1.5 (/J -1-
-I- 9.75c[J2) 
() 
3M 
-- --p:-c1C Z -. 
T 
-1.4'T cI C2 
M 
1.5Tclcz -I-
+ 0.7'1'cI C:l 
N T Cl c2(0.B -I- O.6(lJ) 
Nel ca(- 2- :1.65(/J 
- 1.75(/>2) 
Nlcl c8(0.B -I- 1.5Cf) -I-
-I- 0.75(1)2) 
..... 
CJ. 
Cl) 
'" Kj 0-
::c 
'" ~ 
w 
N .. 
O.BT"i 
III 
- .10.5 12- "2C" 
'[' 
21.B-/ c 2 "" 
M 
--r c2 ",,(2.25 :\ (/» 
-- '['''2c2(,J,.6 6.:\(/» 
0.7 -7"~ 
M 
---10.5 -/2 c2 c" -
'[' 
--20.2 -T c2 c" 
111 T c""3(2.25 - 3(J»-
-1'c2 c,,(- 4.4. -I- 5.7(/) 
N T cR(53.765 
I (j6.88B(/) -I 5:1.2(/)2 
I:~- 2317.(91) 
Nc?,( 11.537 -I- 22.B7!lj 
-I- 1I.:175(/)"1 
-I (i~j[2) ('J.B6.5,J,5--
- 672(/») 
M 
10.5 "/2- c"ca 
'f 
-- 9.7 7-"21'" 
-~ c5(51.235 
-/- 10:l.l1B(P +- 51.3rtJ2 
-I- (iUl")2092.909) 
Nc5(-1J.21:-l -
- 22.6:\(/) -] 1.375(/)2 
-I- (igW) ( - 4,58.5,J,5 
+ 5BB<l») 
Table :~ 
Nlc?,(2A87 I ,J,.9:32(/) 
2A66(/J" -I 
(igf/") (10:1.27:1 -
2BO(/) -I 196(/)"» 
~! 1''''',,(2.2;; - - 3(1)--I ", 
'['''2",.(2.15- 2.7(/» 
Nc?,(11.21:\ -1- 22.63(/) 
_1_ 11.375 (/)2 
1 (i5!f2) ('j.5BSI5 
5BB») 
NI"P,( 2.145-
'1,.932(1) 2.1,66(/)2 
+UgW) (-- 99.727 -I 
-- 259(/) - IM.5(/)"» 
N " O.B T "5 
M 
10.5 1£ C2 "" 
T 
J 1.:1 (c 2 c" 
M . . (9 2 c 3- I) ((.2(':1 ... · ,) () 
-- Tc 2Ca( - 2.35 
-I- 3.:\(/» 
N 
11'5(5:1.765 -I 
I ()6.BBB(/) -1- 52.2<1)2 
(i,~/12)2:117.()91 ) 
NC5( 11.5:17 
22.87 (/) J J .:175(/)" 
-I (i.ij12) ( ,j.B6.5,1,5 + 
672(/») 
Nlc?,( 2AB7 1 
-\ 4,.932(/) -1- 2.4,66 (/)2 
1- (igW) (10:1.273 --
- 2BO(/) 1- 196(/)2» 
~ 
@ 
~ 
.., 
::: 
z 
:<--
z 
:<--
r 
...-: g; 
fJ> 
c:;; 
to 
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matrices of each beam. Unit mass and stiffness matrices taking also shear 
deformations into consideration are found in [1]. 
If also initial static stresses of the structure have to be reckoned with, 
then differential equation 
(K + D)x = 0 
will be started from. with D taken from Tahle 1. The prohlem will he solved 
as ahove. 
In the case of approximate dynamic displacement functions, the mass 
matrix becomes 
-- (O~ 
omitting the Lerln IllLL""'P"g::U hy (0-1: and the stiffness ll1atrix: 
K 
and Ko being matrices ohtained from the static displacement function, ident-
ical to those in the preceding prohlem. 
Matrices and taking shear displacement into consideration are 
found :in [5]. 
Solution of the homogeneous equation 
(25) 
may he obtained by iteration [1], using results of prohlem (23), or hy solving 
a douhle-size eigenvalue problem [1], [5J. 
Provided the analysis by an approximate dynamic displacement fUllc-
tion is wanted to take the initial static stresses into account, stiffness matrix 
has to be increased hy matrix D under (21). 
Now, the homogeneous equation delivering natural frequencies is: 
[Ko -+- Do - co2(l\lo - D2) - co~(l\12 - Kl - D ~)] v = 0 
[A - w2 B - WiC] v = 0 
and the double-size matrix eigenvalue problem: 
E J r V] = co2 [ V] . 
-C-IB lz z 
(26) 
(27) 
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5. Evaluation of munerical results 
The beam seen in Fig. 2, \vith the given cross-sectional dimensions, h~s 
been divided into four parts. In each beam, internal forces seen in the stress 
diagrams have heen assumed. First, the case of normal force alone has been 
investigated. Analyses involved matrices determined hy the static displacement 
function. (()2 values belonging to the first three bending vibrations due to increas-
ing normal forces, taking shear deformations into consideration, have been 
® 
~-----------------------------~ 
A= O.0336m2 
J = 0.00244m" 
E= 2.1,109 kN/m2 
--;-:--:--____________________________ -;- y = 78 5 kN/m3 (1) .; = 1/3 
Fig. 2 
compiled in rows 1 to 3 of Table 4. For frequencies in 1'O"WS 4· to 6, the effect 
of shear deformation has heen neglected in matrix D, it heing fully neglected 
in rows 7 to 9. Tables point out the significance of taking shear deformations 
into consideration. it bC'ing of course greater for stout. and less for flexible, 
beams. 
The table contains squares of natural circular frequencies multiplied 
by 10-5• 
Table 4 
0_1 N 0.5 N N 
1.3476 1.1941 0.5701 -0.2491 
2 8.5159 7.9501 5.6841 2.84-49 
3 28.117 26.8270 21.658 15.195 
-1 1.3476 1.1897 0.54·96 -0.2902 
8.5159 7.9009 5.4381 2.3514 
6 28.117 26.020 20.5210 12.887 
7 1.6481 1.4849 0.8252 -0.0201 
8 11.986 11.3960 9.0326 6.0684 
9 43.037 41.8060 36.8890 30.755 
3* 
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+ __ x po + 
5 6 j~II-~-11~12 
I I 1 T II_~-~  m 
Fig. 3 
The tabulated natural circular frequencies may be considered as approxi-
mations refinable by increasing the number of nodes. For instance, five nodes 
yield 1.6446, 11.819 and 42.099 in first columns of rows 7-8-9. Negative 
values in the last column of the table mean that the normal force exceeds the 
first critical value. 
Examination of the effects of bending moment and shear force showed 
them to be rather irrelevant, except for moments several times the ultimate 
one for the given structure. 
A framework made from beams with cross-sectional characteristics 
indicated in the former example is seen in Fig. 3. Columns are assumed to 
develop normal forces P. i\nalysis involved first matrices obtained from the 
Table 5 
N n) b) c) 
1 -0.01822 -0.01857 -0.01875 
2 0.5983 0.5865 0.5802 
3 2.5838 2.5689 2.5319 
4 3.5929 3.5067 3.4360 
5 6.3939 6.2577 6.1758 
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static displacement function, assuming nodes a) at framework nodes (6 nodes) 
and b) at framework nodes and at mid-columns (12 nodes). The analysis was 
remade by applying the matrix determined by approximate dynamic displace-
ment functions (case c) 'vith framework nodes (6 nodes). 
Table 5 contains the squares of the fjrst five natural circular frequencies 
multiplied by 10-5 under a compressive force P 25· 104 kN. Tabulated 
values of the natural circular frequencies are approximations from above. 
Analysis hy the dynamic displacement function is seen to be the exacter. 
Summary 
Frequency-dependent geometrical stiffness matrices of beams have been deduced by 
taking shear deformatiolls into consideration. Numerical analvses showed shear deformations 
to sigcificantly affect the natural frequencies of the tested beatHS. At the same time, the effect 
of initial static bending moments and shear forces on the natural frequency is negligible. 
Accuracy of the vibration analysis of structures is improved by stiffness and mass matrices 
obtained from dynamic displacement functions. Geometrical stiffness matrices have been 
deduced using dynamic displacement functions. Analyses involving the deduced matrices 
demonstrated the purposefulness of the method. 
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